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In volume 42 of the Mathematische Annalen Kneser has

sfiown that the solutions of equations of the form yin) + qy = 0 oscillate

an infinite number of times, provided that xm q > k > 0 for sufficiently great,

values of x, where n Is 2m > 0 and n is even. In case n is odd the solutions

either oscillate an infinite number of times or approach zero together with

their first n derivatives. In Section I of this paper the oscillation of solutions

of certain linear equations of the second order is discussed and some results

are obtained which are not included in Kneser's. Linear equations of a

certain trinomial form are discussed in Section II, and in Section III Kneser's

conclusions are shown to hold when m is restricted merely to being less than

n. A condition of a slightly different nature; namely, that the integral

/* qdx diverge, is also shown to be sufficient to insure the oscillation of the

solutions an infinite number of times, except possibly when n is odd. It is

worth while observing that not only must the solutions vanish an infinite

number of times, as Kneser says, but they must change sign an infinite number

of times. Some of the conclusions of this section are also applicable to certain

non-linear equations. Finally, in Section IV, the solutions of systems of

linear equations are considered. It is shown as a particular case of a more

general result that under specified conditions not all the functions which

form a solution can vanish within an interval whose length is less than an

assigned value.

I
Consider the equation

(l) y" + py' + qy = 0,

where, for x iï Xi,   | p | Si M, and q ^ h > 0, M and h being  constants

such that 4Ä - M2 > 0.

If (1) had a solution y that vanished only a limited number of times for

x > Xi, and if y' were not negative or zero for all values of x greater than a

* Presented to the Society October 27 and December 27, 1917.
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certain x2, we could take a number c(> x2) such that y' ( c ) > 0 and con-

sider the solution y2 of the equation

(2) y" -My' + hy = 0,

whose derivative vanishes for x = c. We can choose x2 sufficiently great

to insure that yi — 0 for a value a ( < c ) of a; greater than the greatest root

of y. If yi is the solution of (1) such that yi(a) =0, then y\ (x) = 0

for a < x =i c* There is therefore a solution y3 of (1) such that y'3(c) =0

and y3(x) =0 for a^=x < c. We can assume that y(c) = y3(c). For

values of a; a little less than c, y (x) < y3(x). Therefore y(x) = y3(x)

for some value of x between a and c. But this would give a solution, y — y3,

of (1) which vanished twice in (a, c). Since this is impossible, we can

assume y' ( x ) Si 0 for all sufficiently great values of x.

Consider now a solution yi of the equation

(3) y" + My' + hy = 0

such that y'i(c) = 0, where c is such that y' (c) < 0. Now yi(b) =0 for

some b greater than c and the solution of (1) that vanishes for x = b has a

derivative that vanishes in (c, b) .f Hence if t/5 is the solution of (1) such

that y'Ac) = 0, then y¡ (x) = 0 for some x in (c, b). We could then assume

that y(c) — yAc) • But this would require that y (x) = yAx) for some x

in (c, b) exclusive of c. This is, however, impossible and we have therefore

completed the proof of

Theorem I. 7/ in equation (1) p and q are continuous functions of x such

that | p | =i M and q iï h > 0 for every x S Xi, where M and h are constants

such that ih — M2 > 0, then every solution changes sign an infinite number of

times.%

In his memoir on Linear Differential Equations of the Second Order§ Sturm

considered the effect produced upon the zeros of the solutions of (1) by certain

changes in the coefficients. These changes however were not of the kind

considered in the following theorem since they did not involve a simultaneous

increase in p and g.||

Theorem II.   If in the equations

(I) y" + py' + qy = o
and

[4)_ y" + pif + qiy = 0
•Annals of Mathematics, vol. 18 (1917), p. 216.

t Annals of Mathematics, loc. cit., Theorem II, p. 216.

X Cf. Kneser, Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik,

vol. 117 (1897), p. 80.
§Journal de Mathématiques, vol. 1 (1836), p. 106.

|| Cf. Annals of Mathematics, loc. cit., p. 216.
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p, q, pi, and qx are continuous functions of x such that pi Si p Si 0, q\ Si q,

and q > 0, for all values of x greater than xi, and if every solution of (4) vanishes

an infinite number of times for these values of x, then every solution of (1)

vanishes an infinite number of times.

Let 2/2 be the solution of (4) that vanishes for x = a > xi. Then since

by hypothesis y2 vanishes an infinite number of times for x > a, there is a

number b ( > a) such that y'2 (b) = 0. If now y is the solution of (1) that

vanishes for x = a, then y' (c) — 0 and y (c) > 0, where a < c Si b.* Now

y" (c) = — q (c) y (c) < 0. If y" (x) remained negative for all values of

x greater than c, y would vanish for some such x. If y" ( x ) did not remain

negative, it would become zero. Let d be the first value of x > c for which

2/"(x)=0. Then p(d)y'(d) + q(d)y(d) = 0. But p (d) si 0 by hy-
pothesis and y'(d) <0 since y' (c) =0 and y" (x) Si 0 in the interval

( c, d ). Hence this last equation is an impossible one, unless y vanishes in

the interval (c, d). Therefore y (x) has one root, and hence an infinite

number of roots, greater than a.

The assumption in the theorem that every solution of (4) vanishes an

infinite number of times for x > Xi is more restrictive than it need be. It

would be sufficient to assume that for these values of x every root of every

solution is followed by a root of the derivative of this solution.

It is natural to inquire whether the restriction that p Si 0 is a necessary

one. As a partial answer to the question we observe that some restriction on

p is certainly necessary, since no solution of the equation

y" + 32/' 4- 2y = 0

vanishes more than once, although every solution of the equation

y" + y' + y = 0

has an infinite number of roots greater than any assigned number.

If we change the dependent variable from y to y by means of the relation

y = xK y, where X is a constant, we get

r + (,+f)r+(^+ï+.),-..

for x g Xi > 0, no y, and therefore no y, can vanish more than once for these

values of x. Various sufficient conditions for the non-vanishing of y for more

than a finite number of values of x greater than Xi can be obtained from (5)

by assigning particular values to X.

•Annals of Mathematics, loc. cit.

If now

(5)
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II
Consider the equation

(6) yM +P2/(n-» + qy = 0,

where p and q are continuous functions of x in the interval considered and q

does not vanish. In counting the number of times a function vanishes each

zero will be counted a number of times equal to its multiplicity.

If y("-1) ( x ) = 0 and y ( x ) #= 0, the sign of î/(n) ( x ) is opposite that of

q(x)y(x). Hence î/(n-1) cannot vanish twice within any interval within

which y does not vanish, and therefore y' cannot vanish n times within any

such interval.

If q > 0 for x ^ Xi, a zero of y in this interval followed by a sequence of

n — 1 zeros of y' without a zero of y must be followed by a zero of y in case

n is greater than 2. For y^n~ï> has just one zero in this interval, say x = a,

and must therefore be negative for values of x greater than a, since y(n) (a)

is negative. Moreover 2/(n~2> must have a zero which is equal to, or greater

than, a, and for all values of x greater than this zero y(n-2) and y(n~v would

both be negative if y did not vanish. But this is impossible. The exception

for n = 2 is an exception in fact, as may be seen from a consideration of the

equation y" + Zy' + 2y — 0. The solution y = e~~* — e-2* has the single

zero x = 0, and y' = — e~x + 2e~2x vanishes for x = log 2.

If q < 0 in an interval, a sequence of n — 1 zeros of y' without a zero of y

cannot be followed by a zero of y. For if this were possible y^-v would

change from zero to a negative value while y(n) is positive. But there must

be an odd number of zeros of y' between successive zeros of y. Hence if nis

even and q < 0, there cannot be more than n — 3 zeros of y' between successive

zeros ofy .*

If n is odd and q does not vanish, there cannot be more than n — 2 zeros of

y' between successive zeros of y. If q > 0 for x ü= Xi and a zero of y in this

interval is followed by a sequence of n — 2 zeros of y' without a vanishing of

y, ^n-2> must change from a positive to a negative value, and therefore

y(n-i) must be negative when ?/(n-2> is negative. But y("-1> cannot change

from a negative value to zero while y is positive since when y(-n~1^ is zero z/(n)

is negative. If then y remained positive, t/(n_1) and y(n-2) would remain

negative. But this is impossible. Hence if nis odd and q > 0 for x ^ xi, a

zero of y in this interval followed by a sequence of n — 2 zeros of y' without a

zero of y must be followed by a zero of y.

Suppose now that, for x iï Xi, p and q are continous functions of x such that

p = 0,g^A>0, and p is bounded.    If for any value of x under considera-

* For the case n = 2 see Bôcher, these Transactions, vol. 3 (1902), p. 199. Cf.

also Kneser, Journal für reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol.

116 (1896), p. 181; Mathematische Annalen, vol. 42 (1893), p. 413.
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tion y and y^-u are both positive, y(n) must be negative. Then y<n-1> must

decrease as x increases. If y does not vanish as x increases indefinitely and

y(n-i) remams positive, it is possible to select values of x as great as we please

for which the absolute value of y(n) is as small as we please. Therefore y will

be as small as we please for indefinitely great values of x. But y' can vanish

only a limited number of times for x ¡£ Xi. Hence y must approach zero. If

on the other hand, ?/(n-1) is zero for some value of x for which y is positive, it

will be negative for slightly greater values of x. But it cannot increase from

a negative value to zero if y remains positive since when it is zero z/(n) is

negative. And if it remains negative, y{n~2) must steadily decrease. If as x

increases indefinitely y does not vanish and y^n~2^ does not become negative,

it is possible to select values of x as great as we please for which the absolute

value of 2/<n-1> is as small as we please. Then since p is bounded it is possible

to select values of x as great as we please for which p2/(n_1) is as small as we

please in absolute value and yM is positive. This requires that y come as near

to zero as we please, and therefore that y approach zero as a limit. If y(»_2>

should become negative it would remain negative and y would ultimately

vanish.   This completes the proof of

Theorem III. If in equation (6), for x ¡£ xi, p and q are continuous func-

tions of x such that p^0,q^h>0, and p is bounded, every solution either

vanishes an infinite number of times or approaches zero as x increases indefinitely.

Ill

We consider now equations of the form

(7) 2/(B) + qy = 0,

where ç is a continuous function of x for x ^ xx. For any number o iï Xi

and any solution y of (7) we have

(8) y(x) =y(a)+y'(a)(x-a) + •■■

,   ...   s (x — a)"-1       , .,       (x — a)n

where x ^ Xi, xa — a + 8 (x — a), and 0 < 6 < 1.    If now the equation

(9) y {a) + y'(a) (* - a) + • • • + y*** («)((nVl^ = °

is satisfied by a positive value of x — a, say b — a, then y (x) =0 for some

x between a and b, provided that q > 0. For if this were not the case we

could assume 2/>Ofora<xSi6, and if we put x = b in (8) the left member

would be positive while the right member would be negative by virtue of (7)
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and (9).    If, on the other hand, q < 0 and y (a) =0, the first root b of

y (x) = 0 that is greater than a must be such that b — a exceeds the least

positive value of x — a that satisfies (9).    In particular, if no positive value

of x — a satisfies (9), y cannot vanish for any value of x greater than a.

We get immediately from (7)

y(n-l) (x)  =   _   I     qy¿x + y(n-l) (^
*Jx\

If now y is greater than, or equal to, zero for x i= Xi and q = 0, the integral

/r* qydx cannot diverge as x increases indefinitely. For if it did, î/(n-1> would

become negative, and, since z/(n) is by hypothesis negative or zero, y would

become negative, contrary to the hypothesis.

Theorem IV. If q is 0 when x is Xi and y is a solution of (7) such that

the integral f?x qydx diverges as x increases indefinitely, y must change sign an

infinite number of times.

In case q Si 0 any solution that does not change sign an infinite number

of times must become infinite if the integral diverges, since y(n~v becomes

and remains greater than any given positive number.

A direct application of Theorem IV shows that if the integral f^qdx

diverges there can be no solution y which exceeds a given positive number h

for x is ari. Moreover if y does not change sign y' cannot vanish more than

n — 1 times. Hence any solution which does not change sign an infinite

number of times must approach zero as x increases indefinitely.

Now we have already made use of the fact that if two consecutive derivatives

of y are negative or zero for all values of x greater than a given number a, y

must ultimately be negative; and if two consecutive derivatives are positive

or zero for these values of x, y must become positively infinite with x. More-

over if we assume that y is not negative for x greater than a, i/(n) must be

negative or zero for these values of x. Hence if ?/(n_1> were negative or zero

for any such value of x it would be negative for all greater values and y

would change sign. We must assume then that y(n_1) is positive when x is

greater than a. If t/(n-2> were positive or zero for such a value of x, it

would be positive for all greater values and y would become infinite with x.

We must assume then that y(n~® is negative when x is greater than a. By

continuing this argument we conclude that when n is even y" must be negative

for these values of x. On the other hand, the supposition that y approaches

zero requires that y' become negative and hence the supposition that y does

not change sign for x greater than a is untenable.

When n is odd this argument leads to the conclusion that if y does not change

sign an infinite number of times, y' must become and remain negative. But

this is not inconsistent with the fact that y approaches zero as x increases
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indefinitely,* as may be seen from the function y = e-*, which is a solution of

(7) when n is any positive odd integer and q = 1. If however y vanishes at

all for x is Xi it must change sign an infinite number of times, since otherwise

it would approach zero and y' would change sign from positive to negative.

This would require y" to be negative for some value of x greater than z\.

It would then be negative for all greater values of x and y would change sign.

This completes the proof of

Theorem V. If q > 0 and the integral f^qdx diverges as x increases in-

definitely every solution of (7) must change sign an infinite number of times for

x = Xi in case n is even, and in case n is odd such a solution must either change

sign an infinite number of times or not vanish at all for x ^ Xi .f

Suppose now that we have

a;""1 q > h > 0

for x != xi. This inequality will be strengthened if we replace mi by m,

where m > mi. We can so select m that l/(n — m)isan integer greater

than 1, whatever value mx may have less than n. If y did not change sign

an infinite number of times or'did not approach zero as x increases indefinitely,

there would be a positive number hi such that y ( x ) > hi for sufficiently great

values of x. We proceed to prove that this is impossible and that therefore

2/ must either change sign an infinite number of times or approach zero as x

increases indefinitely. Moreover it follows from the proof of Theorem V

that the latter can occur only under certain circumstances when n is odd.

We take Xi sufficiently great so that y ( x ) > hi for x i= Xi and consider the

consequences of the inequality

do) yM(x)<-^,

where k = hh > 0.    From (10) we get

if

y(n-i) /xj would be negative for sufficiently great values of x and y would

become negative.    We assume therefore that if n > 1

^^)-(m-l)^ = °-

* In this case y', y", ■■■, y(n-I) all approach zero.    Cf. Kneser, loc. cit., vol. 42, p. 435.

t Cf. the result given by Kneser, loc. cit., p. 420.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 83
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Moreover if the expression in the left member of this inequality should become

negative as Xi increases, we could apply the preceding argument for a properly

chosen Xi.   There remains then to be considered the case in which

for x is xi.   From this inequality we get

„(n-2)
(a:) = (m- l)(m-2)Uf-2     x'n-2) + y(n *to*'

If n > 2 and 2/(n 2) ( x ) is to remain negative as x increases we must have

k
„(n-2) tx\ J-*; n
*       K   }^ (m-l)(m-2)xm-2=U-

Hence

2/<n_3) (a;) = (to-1)(to-2)(to-3) (a^ ~ if« / + y(n~3) {Xl} '

Now if y does not change sign as x increases, no derivative of index

n — 2i — 1 can become negative if all the derivatives with indices of the form

n — 2j, where j = i, remain negative. There are therefore but two conceiv-

able results of a continuation of this argument:

(a) The derivatives of y from the nth to the first inclusive are of alternate signs

for x i£ Xi.    In case n is odd this supposition leads to the inequality

- k
y(x) si t-TT7-^t--,-^(xnrm - xn~m) +y(xi).
y K   '      (to - 1) (to - 2) • • • (to - n) v '      j\ y¡

From this we conclude that y must become negative.

When n is even the situation is not so simple.    In this case we have

(11) y'(x)  =?(m_ 1)(m _2)   ...   rm_n +  1)a.m-n+l-

Hence
— k

y(x)^ t--r---,-—.-t-;-r (a;"-" - xTm) +y(xi).
yK   J      (to — 1) ••• (m — n + l)(m — n)K l    '     *K    '

There is therefore a positive number h such that y ( x ) > li xn~m for suffi-

ciently great values of x, and we can replace (10) by

yM(x)<^è-n      (h>0).

This in turn gives us y (x) > l2 x2(-n~m) (l2 > 0), and we can accordingly

replace (10) by

yM(x)<-^-n      (k2>o).
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A continuation of this process leads finally to the relation

which in turn gives us

yM(x)   <-rà (kr>0),

y'(x) = (n~à2y\hg^+y'ixi)-

But this is contrary to (11).

(b) The derivative of index n — 2i is positive for sufficiently great values of x,

while all the derivatives with indices of the form n — 2j ( 0 Si j < i ) are negative

for x == Xi and all the derivatives with indices of the form n — 2j + 1(1 sijsii)

are positive for these values of x.

Since 2/("-2,> ( x ) is positive and increasing, we should have y ( x ) > h a;"-2'

(k > 0) for sufficiently great values of x.   We could therefore replace (10)

by
-h

X™
»<"> (*)<=«        (h>0),

But a series of steps similar to those described under (a) shows that this in-

equality requires that y<-n-2i+ti ( x ) be negative for sufficiently great values of x.

This however contradicts our assumption.

This completes the proof of

Theorem VI.   7/ in the equation

y(n) + qy = 0

q is a positive infinitesimal of order less than n with respect to l/x(x a¡ti),j

must change sign an infinite number of times as x increases from Xi, in case n

is even. If n is odd y must change sign an infinite number of times as x

increases from Xi or not vanish at all for x is Xi.

The restriction that m < n is essential since such an equation as

y +16*4 u'

for example, has y = x5'2 for a solution.

Some of the foregoing results can be extended to certain non-linear equa-

tions of the form

(12) yM+f(x,y) = 0.

Suppose that f(x,y) has the following properties :

1. It is continuous for x and y finite and x i£ Xi.

2. When x == xi, it is positive or negative according as y is positive or

negative.
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3. For any x ( is xi ) and any two finite values of y, as 2/1 and y2,

\f(x, 1/1) -f(x, y2)\ < A\yi - y2\,

where A is a constant.

No solution has a singular point for any finite value of x is Xi. If a solu-

tion y does not change sign an infinite number of times as x increases from X\

it must ultimately either increase monotonically or decrease monotonically,

since y' cannot vanish more than n — 1 distinct times within an interval

within which y does not vanish. But y can approach zero monotonically

only in case it does not vanish at all for x s^ xi and n is odd. A repetition

of the analysis used in the proof of Theorem IV shows that, if y is such that

the integral f*¡f(x,y)dx diverges as x increases without limit, it must

change sign an infinite number of times.

IV

In the Annals of Mathematics for June, 1917, I have estab-

lished the existence of a minimum length for an interval within which any

solution of a linear homogeneous differential equation of order n and its first

.n — 1 derivatives can all vanish. This raises the question as to the existence

of such minimum intervals for the solutions of more general classes of equa-

tions. I show here that these minimum intervals do exist for systems of

equations of the first order subject to certain restrictions. In fact a some-

what more general result is established from which the existence of the intervals

in question can be inferred as a special case.*

Consider the system of equations

dyi      . . .
-fa =f(x,yi, y2, ■■■ ,yn),

(A)

dy2
fa =f2(x,yi,y2, ■■• ,yn),

dyn     , . .
-fa =fn(x,yi,yi, •■■, yn),

where the /'s are continuous functions of their arguments when x is in the

interval ( a, b ) and 2/1,2/2, • • •, yn are finite.    Moreover the inequalities

n

\fi(x, 2/1, 2/2,   • • • , 2/n)  ~fi(x, Zi,Z2,   ••• ,Zn)\< £ Lk | t/jfc - Zk\,
*=1

(¿ = 1,2, ...,n)

* This more general result was not contained in the paper presented to the Society.    It

was suggested to me later by Dr. J. F. Ritt.
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where Li, L2,  • • • , L„ are certain positive constants, are supposed to be

satisfied for any finite values of yk and zk.

Let 2/i)2/2, • • •, 2/» and Zi, z2, • • •, z„ be two solutions of these equations

such that each of the differences y i — z¿ vanishes somewhere in (a, b).

Picard's method of successive approximations, which is applicable to this

case, shows that the functions y i and z, remain finite within (a, b). The

difference y{ — Zi has therefore a maximum absolute value which we shall

represent by M¡.    Now

d(y{ - Zi)

dx
= \fi(x,yi,yi, •■•, yn) -fi(x,zi,z2, •••,a»)|

n

< HLk\yk - zk\.
*=i

Moreover yl — z,- = 0 somewhere within (a, b).    Hence

n

Mi <T,LkMk- p,
*=i

where b — a = p.

If in this inequality we give to i the values 1,2, • • •, n in turn and multiply

the resulting inequalities by Xi, i2, • • •, Ln respectively, and add, we get,

after dividing by X)7fc Mk,
1 <ZLkp,

or

P>¿?
We have therefore

Theorem VII. If the corresponding functions of two solutions of equations

A are equal somewhere within the interval (a, b), the length of this interval must

exceed l/Y.Lk.

If we assume further that the functions /¿ are such that

/,(*, 0,0, ...,0) =0

within (a, b), then 0,0, •• -, 0 is a solution of A and we can apply Theorem

VII to this and the solution yi, y2, • ■ •, y„. This leads to the conclusion

that if p Si 1/YLLk no non-idenlically vanishing solution yi, y2, • • ■, yn of

equations A in which ft(x, 0, 0, • ■ •, 0) =0 within an interval (a, b) of

length p can be such that all the y's vanish within (a, b).

This conclusion can not be drawn from the conditions of Theorem VII, as

may be seen from a consideration of the system

dyi     <? 2
Jx= g -2/1-12/2,

dy2 ,

~dx: = -* + t2/i + 2/2-
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This system satisfies all the conditions of the theorem for any finite interval,

but not the condition that/, (a:, 0,0, •••,0) =0. On the other hand, it

has the solution

2/1 = (6e1/3 + \e-2'3)exi3 - (12e-1'3 + \e~^)e~x* - 6x,

2/2 = - ( 12e1'3 + e-2'3 ) ex'3 + ( 12e-»3 + le-*'3 ) e~x'3 + \ex + 9a; + 9

and t/i and y2 both vanish when x = — 1.

Analogous results hold in case the /'s are analytic functions of the complex

arguments x, yi, y2, • • •, yn when x remains within the circle of center Xo

and radius r (or upon its circumference) and 2/1,2/2, • • •, yn are finite, subject

to the condition that for any fixed k from 1 to n inclusive and every i from

1 to n inclusive

for these values of the argument.

Columbia University


